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Please note this is merely a guide line, as the guide in camp will dictate 
the activities mostly in response to what is happening on the ground 
at that stage.
 
The wake up will come nice and early while it is dark but the person 
doing the wake up call comes bearing gifts. He will be armed with a 
tray of tea, co�ee and biscuits / cookies. A wonderful way to start the 
day on one’s verandah having a cup of tea watching it go from dark to 
light. A continental breakfast will served around the �re before it is 
time to leave on an activity.
 
Our activities are very �uid and consist of a mix between game drives, 
walks and spending time at game watering holes. It could start as a 

drive from camp but rapidly change to a walk as some tracks of a herd 
of bu�alo or the resident pride of lions is spotted. Being on foot with 
any of these animals is very exciting and a great experience. Whatever 
you see, your guide will be a fountain of information and make the 
outdoors come alive with his explanations and interpretations of the 
environment you are in. There is always time for a small mid-morning 
picnic to keep you going until lunch time.
 
Lunch in camp will be a culinary delight, followed by a well earned 
siesta. As is the tradition and ingrained on safari, after siesta, it is 
afternoon tea with savory and sweet snacks. A good way to get ready 
for the afternoon adventures.
 

An afternoon game drive to Deteema Dam is a great way to spend the 
last hours of the day. This is a great place to watch animals coming 
down to drink especially in the dryer months. However, there is also 
the option of taking a walk with your guide and �nishing up at 
Deteema Dam. No matter how you get there it is di�cult to beat a G & 
T in hand while the elephants are frolicking and quenching their thirst.
 
In camp a three course dinner awaits and then it is time to relax around 
the camp�re, a great place for tales from your guide as well as some 
insight into the constellations that sparkle above us. The good news 
we can do it all again tomorrow!
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